Rabbits V's Gedney Hill Match Report 2017
On May 6th, the Rabbits section played host to Gedney Hill a club with a strong
Rabbits section. What I liked is their Captain had his own PA and just arrived sat
back and relaxed. Clearly, I'm going wrong!
We were treated to a fantastic breakfast buffet spread by Janet and Susan. Again,
perhaps another downfall of mine tucking in too much!
We were blessed with good weather though slightly over cast but considering the
forecast we got through the day dry.
Match 1
Ian Scholefield and Dave Burrows a tough battle I can honestly say I didn't bring my
A game in fact I'd ran out alphabet trying to work out what game I had brought and
Dave bless him must have had back ache! Watching him hit drives 300 yards
matched by our opponent Graham was a master class at times. Unlike myself
Grahams partner had a spare twelve shots to use and use them she did with a net
eagle on the 16th sealing their victory 4/2.
Match 2
Helen Kirschner and Elvis Costello the almighty pairing triumphed with a fantastic
win! 7/6 Helen has tried to sign Elvis up as a caddie for future rounds!
Match 3
Joan Huckfield Aka Cowie and Mark Williamson had a tough battle on their hands
with a close pairing in handicaps throughout, they were pipped going down 6/5 after
a tough front nine.
Match 4
Alan Cowie and Josef Kirschner a solid pairing played in a nip and tuck match with
Alan giving away shots. A well-played match in the true spirit of Rabbits but were
pipped on the 18th 1/0.
Match 5
New boy to the Rabbits Jim Meadows with Bill Campbell aka Bandito (Lesley
Campbell) saw another of Kymes pairings giving away shots to the opposition.
Another very close match which was halved.
Match 6
Vice-Captain Andy Davis with Kevin Wright another new boy to the Rabbits and
recently the club were our second team to receive shots from opponents. They
played well but Andy must remember to keep an eye on his partner’s drive 🤣 I
observed his partner and opponents calling him as he wandered down the 11th
oblivious to his partners second shot.
Another very close match halved.
Over all result was recorded as a loss, Gedney winning 4-2.

Thank you to all who took part and those who had signed up but were reserves.
The next match is Gedney away and a sheet will be going up soon.
Regards,
Ian Scholefield
Captain

